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About This Game

Fightttris VR is the game in which you need to catch blocks, build wall, collect bonuses and attack the enemy in the funniest
ways.

Be ready to strain your muscles and brain. The speed of reaction, accuracy of movement and clarity of mind - all you need to
win.
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Catch the falling blocks  - use your moves to manipulate, grab and build.

Collect lines - stack the blocks in lines to erase them, to restore health and to damage the opponent.

Activate bonuses - try to overcome the opponent in the fastest way possible.

...

Laugh at your opponent - or together with him!
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Title: Fightttris VR
Genre: Indie
Developer:
TECHHOME
Publisher:
TECHHOME
Franchise:
Fightttris VR
Release Date: 20 Dec, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i5-4590 или AMD FX 8350

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1060

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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Great skin but the only thing I don't like is her hair. It looks like a deformed pumpkin; it's just a big spot of orange.. I absolutely
love this game!

The narrative is so imerrsive and compelling. I really feel for the characters even the ones you can’t romance.

I’ve seen other reviews complaining about lack of choice and that makes no sense to me. It’s an interactive novel not an open
world game. Even open world games have parts that have to be done to move on.

You really get to see your choices having an impact on your game. If you don’t have a high enough skill you can’t perform a
move during a race. A simple choice of right or left might mean the difference in first or third place. I’ve played the game
multiple times already trying out new choice combinations.. At the end of the day this DLC is really a mixed bag. The missons
at their core are different takes on four of the main games areas. This is a rather odd choice as it would have been nice to see
new areas that reflect the whole bio-hazard theme that links the chosen areas together as part of the over arching story that this
DLC attempts to tell. While parts of it are fun and even pay homage to a level from the game Metal Gear Solid V Phantom
Pain. On the upside this DLC is now included wwith the complete version of the first season of HITMAN and it does add about
2-4hrs of additional gameplay. So just be warned that there is really nothing new here except for a bio-hazard like story and new
targets to kill.. I definitely recommend it! A very atmospheric game with an interesting plot. What is worth noting is that this
isn't mentioned anywhere in the game, but here are 3 campaigns (Imperial, Pagan, Renaissance), so You can have more of a
game than You probably could thought after purchase. As for the game itself, mechanics and balance of the game are very well
done.. enjoyable enough for what it is. I'm not sure how I stumbled across this game, but I'm extremely happy that I did.

It was a rather enjoyable time. It reminded me of the movie Fantastic Mr. Fox in a way, although that could be due to "HOW" I
was playing it. The characters are rather enjoyable, the story was very easy that anyone could follow along.

Although a little short, and the game has a few flaws, I think it leaves you with a sense of happiness and a smile on your face.

Here's my voiced play through.

https://www.twitch.tv/videos/426906094

"From here to there, be righteous Everywhere" - SimplyRed. sweet co-op time killer!! add me (JDOUGH570). You would think
that the terrible graphics this game has it would run well on anything but nope, my i5 doesnt run it so can not play with the wife
since our second computer was just that, had if i was lucky 35fps . 60fps would be nice but for those graphics the buffering was
absolutely terrible . look at the graphics man . i fell threw the world in the first 10 minutes and got a refund lmao terrible .

note: the other 20 minutes i spent trying understand why you would put a game out that doesnt even have the ground finished
enough to stand on? and laughing at my stuck body ... there was lots of that
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Well, I have owned this game for years, seen it's good times and bad times. I have waited to post a review of the game due to the
fact that it's simply so far from finished.
I find myself no long able to wait. When I first bought VOX the devs were very active with the community...positive and
upbeat, always answering their critics with fair answers. Slowly however, as game sales started to drop and the patches became
fewer and farther in-between the dev(s) simply disappeared from the forums. A year went by without a word from the dev, and
also without any updates to the game...then 2 years.
All of a sudden a big update hits, great news right? When the community asked for patch notes the dev responded with sarcasm,
saying: "everyting has changed", and he was not kidding. He did not even want to take the time to release a changelist after not
updating the game for 2 years.
 Well, it's been about a year since the last patch...the engine is now open source but the game is still for sale here on Steam. The
dev still refuses to interact with his supporters on Steam, but you can find him screwing around on Twitter all of the time.
I had high hopes for VOX, I really did; as of now though I have uninstalled it. No doubt the dev is upset that the game has not
gone as planned...but when you ignore your paying customers for years at a time it only compounds the problem.. Get rid of that
damn inverted control b\/s. Let up be up and down be down. Totally lost interest after just a few mins because of this. At least
give us the option to change the controls in settings. Feel like I just threw a dollar in the trash....

REVISED: Within just an hour the devs for this game instructed me how to adjust the controls!! GREAT SUPPORT!! Fun
game and a buck WELL SPENT! Awesome support and thank you!!. Well to start off, I wanna say some nice things about
Unholy Heights.
The art and presentation is great. Very charming characters and pleasant, chirpy music make for a good first impression to the
game. It's also a reasonable price point considering how many hours you can get out of it, but with that said I want to list why
I'm not that impressed with Unholy Heights.

The actual gameplay is painfully repetitive, tower defense aspect of the game is VERY casual and one-dimensional and the
management aspect is extremely boring after you do it for a couple hours. I like the quirkiness of the monsters but not so much
that I wanna buy the same few things over and over each time I get a new tenant of that type. Maybe I'm just not that big a fan
of simulation/management gameplay but I also think it feels kinda tacked on, as if it were to pad the length or give you
something to do during downtime between quests.

As much as I enjoy the presentation of Unholy Heights, I don't find the gameplay engaging or fun in any meaningful way. It's
very casual, so if that's all you want and you really like what you see, you'll probably love it. I know there's a fair bit more
content than what I got out of it, but nothing that will change how mundane and repetitive each quest is.

I think that's another thing about the "hotel management" aspect of it, you're stuck to this one setting and battles happen almost
the exact same way each time. Most great tower defense games have ever-changing levels and progression system/unlocks.
Unholy Heights just has "buy this ice-cream a fridge, buy this devil a heater". It wears pretty thin after a while.. Don't... Just
don't.. Absolutely loved this game. A bit shorter than I thought it would be but I didn't mind that at all. Loved the different
outcomes due to the choices you make, especially since it has an effect on your character through out the game. It's so beautiful
too. Hope those that play the game will enjoy it as much as I did.. I like this as well.. It is a resonable good looking game! It is a
nice game! And it was also nice if you can play with a gamepad!. COOL, PLAYGAME LIKE BATTLEFIELD
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